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PKSFAOE.
Althou^rh it very difficult to choose a title for this paper
which -.'oulcl fully expreos the ground, cover-^d. by it, yet the pmrpone
and r>cope T/ere definite enough in the author's mind.
There has been considerable v.Titten about library ])uildincs,
and the rules that should {>:overn their erection, but nost of this
material cones under one of two classes,- either (1) it treats of
all library buildinc^^^ in a general ray without f^ivin^; specific re-
ference to any special buildings, or, (2) it treats of individual
buildinj:^. The naterial of th'; first class is too general in natui'e
to bo of any great help in the criticising of plans and buildings,
and the naterial of the second claijs, if collected, presents so mch
duplication that it is difficult to use. Especially is this true
if the seeher for information merely wants to }:now about a certain
part of the library: the delivtjry room, for instance. H'? does not
care to consider, then, the whole library, but he vrishes to }:nov;
v;hat has been the general usage. He Y.^ants to ]:n.ow liow the delivery
room may fail to fulfill its purpose and further, he ^^^ants to imow
if possible what delivery rooms he Fiay visit to see all that is
good and bad in delivery room construction.
It is, then, the purpose of this paper, first to present the
general principles that all librarians have agreed should govern
all library buildings; second,, to follow this by a discussion of
these principles, taking up each part of the library seppj?ately;
and third, to illustrate in as far an this can be done. with any
degree of certainty i)y giving examples of the buildingr wK\ch2i::
very good or bad in the instance to be illustratedL.

j Theoe illuFjtrationH have been in the main confined to buildings
that hav-.? coct between thirty and three hundred thoucand dollars,
j
none of the larn;er buildingrj having be^^n discussed fullj'-. Only
! buildings that have been built since 1890 have been considered. The
reason for excluding the larger buildings v/as that the author real-
ized that the problens net in the larger buildings are for the
expert architect rather than for the librarian.- Only one v;ell
versed in architecture as \iell as library architectuire could criti-
cise then intelligently. The time linit v;as nad-e because 1890
really narKs an era in library architecture and nost of the laodern
buildings have be';n erected since then.
I
The enormous number of buildings costing between thirty thou-
sand and three hundred thousand dollars built since 1890 has made
it impracticable to include all of them. To have' done so uould
have changed the ?/hole paper and would have made it impossible to
have it fulfill its purpose. Besides, the consideration of all of
these buildings is not necessary. Many of the buildings have
;nothing peculiar about them, but they represent t3'"pes. ?or instance,
lunless there is something special about a trefoil building, only
one building of this type needs discussion. All the others would
have practically all the same faults and the same advantages.
1 All of the m.aterial has been treated fi'om the librarian's
standpoint, not the architect's, for the sim.ple reason that the
author lays no claim whatever to a knowledge of architecture. Fur-
thermore, none of the m.aterial is really new. It would be hard to
find anything new in the criticisri of library buildings, for tliere
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has boon go mich opportunity and reanon for criticising thern that
aliiont the lar.t word, has heen said. This naterial is nei:, then,
only in treatment. It is a conposite criticism rather than an
orig;inal one.
It is noticeable that nany illustrations are taken from small
libraries and that repeated reference is made to these buildings.
This is not because these buildings illustrate the points better
than plenty of others A'vould, but because these are buildings vvK\cW
the author kno77s from, personal examination.
The ezcus wV\ic\i is offer'=*d for inc^.i-'.ding plans of buildings
wW«ch are not fully liscussed in the paper is the belief that a
comparii5(53»ini of these plans vlll aid in criticisrt of other library
plans and tliat the more plans that are considered, the easier it
becomies to recognise the r^ood and detect the bad points.

4.
INTRODUCTION.
It in not necesnary to [^o very far in library arcliitecture
to find thiiif:-. to "be avoided, an even in the lant thrive years,
buildings wWich "lave been built \7ith the best intentions have failed
utterly when it came to performinp- the fimctions of public libra-
jries. It in far easier to point to the faultf5 than it is to find
the p-ood points. The ideal library building in yot to be biiilt.
The librarian who is entirely satisfied v/ith his building renains
to be found. It is inpossible to lay dovm a set of plans and say
"these are perfect; build according to these and you cannot fail".
Even if v;e should find v;hat seened to be a library/ that was per-
forming all the functions that modern library work places on a build-
ing, we v;ould not be safe in saying that this same building would
meet the needs of even the next ten years. Tnen v/e remember the
rapid development that has gone on in library work, v/e cease to
wonder why so many buildings are ou.t of date and v^onder that build-
,
ings erected fifteen years ago are able to meet the demands made
upon them as veil as they do. i
The changes vexe so rapid that neither the architect nor the
librarian could have foreseen them. Free access to shelves, chil-
dren's rooms, special sttidy rooms, and open shelf collections came
so rapidly that buildings were no sooner built than modifications
became necessary. The most trou.bleso:3ie change to make was that
necessitated by free access and open shelves. The problem vip.s
solved in various ways, and in some it is not solved today. The
Champaign public library (The Biornham. Athae^ieum, 1896,) v/hile not
built for access, has enabled the public to get to the shelves by
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entering a door bet¥/een vfhat is nov; the roference room and the stack.
Scoville Institute, Oal: Pari:, built before accer;n to nhelves vras
in favor, han done its delivery work tliroiich a windovr. It in the
plan to enlarge thic and nake a door of it thus giving the public
a chance to come in contact with the books.
Happily thcroi has been considerable change in the feeling re-
garding the consulting of the librarian on the question of build-
ings. /\t present an architect would not sooner think of building
a house v7ithout consulting the future o-^cupant th.an of building a
libra:f'y without consulting the librarian. Fornerly thero v.tis a feel-
ing that the. librarians could furnish little help to the architect,
because v/henever libj-arians net to discu<~;s plans they ended by
setting forth very strongly tlie striking differences of opinion
rather than the points of agreement, one trouble seems to have been
that each librarian v/as struggling with difficulties. He was dis-
satisfied with his building. He had a solution vvVmcVa le thought
?^ould fit the case, and he applied this to every library that he
criticized. He was considering the library as it would have to be
to suit his constituency. Since then things have changed and all
librarians realir;e noTJ that each library is a problem in itself,
that no tT/o libraries have the same demands to satisfy, and that
each miUSt be studied by itself.
On th(? other hand, the architect is beginning to realir^e that
library buildings are different from other pi*lic buildings and
that their d'-'velopment forms a distinctively promising feature in
American architecture. The architect must consider tliree things
in building a library; the books, the public, and the librarian.
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and each must be given equal justice. As the librarian can often
firrnish vital infornation concerning the boolcs and the public, it
is only natural that he r/jiould be made a meriber of the building com-
mittee.
After no much talX of failur-L-, the oi^.ention naturally arinc^s:
Can the architect so plan a building that it m.ay comply vlth. all .
the requi?_-'enonts laid d.own ])y the librarians and. still produce a
building that is pleasing and dignified enoug!:i for a library?
V^hile architects feel that oftentimes the problem is a difficult one,
yet fev; of them '7111 a^jnit that -the library building is beyond their
abilitx''. Of coursvr the combination of hostile requ.ireme-^nts into
a hajTionious scheme sho?:s considerable skill. He mr.nt corj.ine con-
venience, strength and beauty. The combination may be difficult,
but it must be accomplished or tliere is no architc^cti^Te
.
Com];ror;ise
in not combination. G-nerally the hostility betv/een beauty and
utility is more apparent than real. By the proper amount of study,
use and convenience, constructive necessity, and artistic effects
can be corxbined. The designs must not be marred by the d.eFiands of
utility. A competent arcliitect can alv;ays com.bine tlie useful and
the beautifu.l. Hov;ever the fact that the library bu.ilding is monu-
m.ental, beautiful, dignified, and everything else that a library
should be, except useful, does not save "he building from being a
failTH'e, It is built for a purpos'.r. It has a function to perform
in the community.''. If it fails in this, it is a total failin-e.
The locomotive that fails to pull the train attached, is a failure,
no m.atter Jiov; artistically it riay be constructed. The Boston public
library is one sample of the library that is truly momjonental and
4
ntill alnos5t <i failuTe. The T,ibrary of Congrop.G was a filirre in
the oarne way, but fortunately it Mar, no conctructed that changing
partitions and. reacsip::ainc roono it har? been bett(;reri a .little.
Tlie arrangement of the plan therefor nunt cone firnt in t'ho
architect 'Ji thoughts. The interior needs must be net before the
exterior is f;ivjn any thoug'it. If tliii is done, naturally there
nust be a flight nodification of the interior, to r^-et the di.^cora-
tive trefitment , "cut it doec not follovr that such changes vlll be
d'.^trinental to the building in performing its functions. Here in
where the architect can shov: his ability. He must use all ^.is
Imow'.edge of all possible fores of construction and iiechanical
ingenuity. The artistic exiTessior whic\\ -ives the ];uilding its being
follo77s closely the perfect plan and t;ie sound construction. The
plan must not be sacrificed to glorify the d!;slgn. "^he d -r-.ign
sliould be the expression of the real buildin: va^VIcW .n within. It
shou.ld not be a screen to hide its real proportions
. It is with
the decoration as T.'ith the design; the decoration that conceals
the constr\;ction, i.'hicli does not conforra to and accentuate the con-
struction, has no place in architecture. Those styles of archi-
tecture Dxe only pernanently effective wher^; the design is the
natural oiitgroT/th and the expression of the purpose of the building.
STYLES.
After the building is planned, it is tine enough to determine
in what style it is to be built, we m^ay begin by defining "style"
|as the v/ay uniforri conditions are responded to in a uniform, ration-
al, and conventional way. The windo?7s are a miost important feature
in any building, and their treatment generally determines tlie style
t
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of building. Jurlfin^c from the nui.iber of different r.t^/les tliat have
been used 'Effectively in buildinf^ Araerican libraries, we ar^^ nafe
in saying that there is no one ntyle especially adapted for library
buildings. We can account then for the chaiigo in styles by achno?;-
ledginc tliat there is a fashion in architecture an there is in
everythinr which is determined by human taste. It is vrc^.ll to recog-
nize the exi . . ;nce of a fas:iion v^iich is entirely proper if Kept
within the sor.nd principles of art. Architectural fashion in this
country then has vibrated betv;een the Classic and the Got-:ic styles,
the Romanesque being the transit io]-t style and partaKing of the qual-
ities of both. In r<3gard to the Classic and the aotiiic, we can only
•say that they are -lo diverse in their modes of e::pr<5Ssion that com-
iparison in not possible. Each tells the story in its own way.
|i
li Shortly before the time of Richardson, the new Gothic, sanc-
tioned at that tir^e by England, was in vogue in tliis country. Then
the powerful influ^-nce of Richardson was felt and the Romanesque
of Southern France was Americani?!ed, rnd for a time the Richardson
Romanesque was almost the imiversal style in America. Some of the
most charminp^ of the Ne:; England libraries shov; the power of this
style. The Romanesque continued in favor until about 1891, T;hen
the fashion changed. There was a drifting bach to the Renaissance
style, the revival of the classic forms whvc^ showed their influence
so strongly in th'i i:)uildings of the Colu; , ; an J^xposltion. The
Italian renaissance held svmy at first, but shortly after the French
jTashions were introduced. This differs from the preceding styles
in having an extraordinary ariount of detail. After the French
t
renaissance there was a deiX;ded change bach to the classic in many
instances. The pure clan^ic has been regarded as best. A most
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perfect type of tliin piire Gr-'^eX architectirre may be seen in the
Virginia library of the McCorraick Theological seminary, located at
326 Belden avenue, Chicago . Its simplicity and the ease Trith which
it may be used in small buildings has been the main reason vmy it
holds its place so steadily. It may be interesting to note in this
connection that the Romanesque building is of cheaper construction
than the pure Classic building. The Classic style has a certain
dignity of expresr;ion and monumental character that maXes it readily
expressive of library buildings, especially in cities in which
monumental buildings do not appear out of place. Nor has this monu-
mental effect been entirely confined to stone buildings. The
Sedalia, fjio.j, library is a fair example of this Xind of v/ork in bricl'.
The Romanesque style is especially well adapted, to buildings having
irregular plans in v/hich symiaetry is lacking. It is very satisfacto-
ry whenever a picturesque building is desired. It is not to be un-
derstood from this, however, that a small town should not build a
classic library or that a city should not bui3.d one of the Romanesque
type. The library should be built to suit the taste of the commu-
nity. One style will serve the purpose of the library as v/ell as
any other, so long as the plan v/ere correct to begin with. Sometimes
a slight sectional feeling may be noted. We can see that what T/as
popular in one section may not be popular in another for some time.
We can see an example of this in the tower libraries that wer so
popular in the Northwest, especially, along about 1896. The Univer-
sity of Illinois library is an example. Few of this type of li-
brary have been built since then in the north, but we can see that
it is gaining favor in the south. The University of West Virginia
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library, 1903, is a sample.
Oftentines it is possible to trace relationship of buildings.
They shov/ the influence of earlier buildings. For instance, the
Boston public library shown a striding similarity to Saint Genevieve
library of Paris. Many of the smaller libraries are similar in
style to the Boston public library; among them being the Lynn
(Mass.) library, the Fall River (Mass.) library, the Providence
(R.I.) library, the NewarK (N.J.) library, the Peoria (111.) library,
the Troy (N.J.) library, the Kansas City (Mo.) library, and the
Omaha (Neb.) library. The general type is characterized by symme-
try and simplicity of its outlines. In the main there are two
parallel lines extending across the front only as far as symm.etry
demands. Thi^ is cleanly seen in the Omaha, Kansas City, Troy, and
Fall River libraries. This style seems to be a natural outgrowth
of conditions. Mo effort is made to emphasize height, while towers
and domes cannot well be combined with it. The only feature that
is emphasized is length. By r.aking the other dimensions more pro-
nounced, the symmetry of the building miay be preserved, v/ithout
giving the spectator any conception of its real height. The Chicago
public library is an excellent exaraple of this, it has practically
only two lines of ?;indows and It is hard to believe at first glance
that the building is ninety feet high. Another feature decidedly
in favor of this style is the readiness with which it may be modi-
fied as shown in the quadrangle building of the Boston public li-
brary. The stack may be in the interior as in the Chicago public
library. The stack may be built parallel to the main building or
it may be absorbed in it as in the Fall River library. Then again.

the stack may be built at right angles to the main U-uilding, as
is the case in the Kansas City, provid nee and Nev/arlc libraries.
This general type, then, lends itself easily to the necessities of
construction that are essential in library buildings and the many
buildings representing it in all sorts of inodificat ions make it
easy to copy for any individual case.
ARRANGEMENT
.
In the general arrangement of rooms in the library there are
certain ones so related to each other by their functions that they
must be close together. The delivery room must be close to the
stack. The cataloging room must be near the catalog case, generally
kept in the deliver:/- room, and it must also have ready access to
the stack. The reading room and reference rooms, unless they are
to have collections shelved in them, must also be conveniently near
the stack. The librarian's room in a small library, in which the
librarian actually comes in contact with the public, should be near
the loan desk. In a larger library, in v/hich the librarian's duties
are more administrative, it is best to have the librarian's office
at some distance from the noise and confusion of the loan desk.
The v7ork rooms f.hould be connected with each other, and, in the
small library, they should be near the loan desk. In many small
libraries in v/hich it is impossible to have more than one attendant
at the library at a time, the librarian's office and the wor]: room
are so far av;ay from the loan desk that they cannot be used. In a
small library most of the routine work must be done at the loan
desk during spaj-e moments, and provision should be made accordingly.
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The children's room, it in jjonerally concede^;, ohoiild be placed
near the entrance so the noise of children in the room and on the
stairs ?:ill not disturb the adult readers. Some librarians sanc-
tion a separate entrance for the children, while others feel that
the influence is better on the children if they use the re^lar
entrance to the library. If they have a separate entrance, the
change from the children's room v/ith its books to the use of the
main library and stack is more difficult; at ajiy rate whether it
has a separate er.trance or not, it mu.st have plenty of light and
air and under no conditions should it be in the basement, unless
the basem.ent is abov j the ground. If there is to be only one at-
tendant in the library at a time, the children's room must be placed
so that it may be supervised from, the loan desX.
VHien considering the first arrangemient of rooms, it in impor-
tant to decide upon some provision for growth. No argument^-, need
be gjvento prove that a library in America will grow. The library
building of the future v;ill cover mioro ground than is necessary in
the present buildings. To estimiate the probable number of readers
or students who must be provided, for, is a distinctly more diffi-
cult problem than to forecast the aiinual increase of books.
Generally so far estimates have been too lov^ and every library that
has grovm finds that its reading and study rooms are crowded long
before the stacks overflov/. It seeriS that it is natviral that a
growth in the number of volumes should be provid d for, but general-
ly the fact seems to be forgotten that an increase in the size of
the library means a corresponding increase in the nimber of read-
ers at the library.
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l{r, Soule's Rules.
From the librarian's standpoint no better rules have ever
been formulated for the criticisr. of library buildings than those
drv/an up and presented to the y\nerican Library A;-sociation at San
FranoiGCo in 1891 by iir. 0. C. Soule, a trustee of the Broo}:line(
Mass.) public library. Alnost every fault in a libr4ry building
nay be traced directly to a violation of one of these rules. As
most of our criticisri ?7ill be according to these rules, it may be
as well to give thern. They are as follovra:
ir
1. A library building should be planned for librar:- v;ork.
2. Every library building should be planned especially for the
Kind of work to be done and the cornrnunity to be served.
3. The interior arrangement ought to be planned before the
exterior is considered.
4. No convenience of arrangenent should ever be sacrificed
for mere architectural effect.
5. The plan should be adapted to probabilities and possibili-
ties of growth and development.
6. Simplicity of decoration is essential in the working rooms
and reading rooms.
I
7. A library should be planned v/ith a view to economical
administrat ion
,
1 8. The rooms for public use should be so arranged as to allov;
complete supervision v/ith the fev;est possible attendants.
Ij
9. There should be as much natural light as possible in all
parts of the building.
10. Windows should extend up to the ceiling to light thoroughly
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the upper part of jvery room.
11. WindowG in the "book room should be placed opposite the
intervals betv^eon bookcases,
12. The arran/^ement of books in tiers of alcoves is novr con-
sidered obsolete,
13. Wall shelving should be used only when the library is not
likely to grow much.
14. In a circulating library the books most in use should be
shelved in floor cases close to the delivery desk.
15. In the floor cases of a reference room the upper shelves
should be narrov/er than those belov? v:ith a ledge three feet from
the floor.
16. Three feet between floor case?-- is ample room for admin-
istration.
17. Mo shelf should be higher than a person of r.oderate height
can reach without a step ladder.
18. Shelving for quartos and folios should be provided in
every book room..
19. Straight flights are preferable to circular stairs.
20. Co^fiimunication by speaking tubes and bells shor.ld be arrang-
ed betvreen the v^orking rooms of a library."
STANDARDS.
After the arrangement of the rooms as to their relation to
each other has been decided, then it is important that the details
Of construction should be carefully watched. Standard lengths and
sizes have been deicded upon only after careful consideration.
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Those should be accepted, then, as far as possible because,
-
1. They furnish rr.eans of comparison, and the same term means
the same tiling wherever it is used,
2. It naXes it far more simple to fit up a building, if stand-
ard stock may be used.
3. (most important) because other lengths and sizes have been
tried and proved failures. The use of the standards insure satis-
faction.
A model building nif:ht be said to be built up around a catalog
card, for this card determines the size of the trays, the size of
the trays determines the size of the case, and the case determines
the distance betv/oen the vfinn.oT:s and the doors.
Likev/ise in the stack the 30 inch shelf v^ith 10 inches in the
cleor determinc-s that the floors shall be 7 1/2 feet apart. The
space in the aisles of 30 inches d''>'ternin.;s the distance between
the T/indows in the stacX so that each window shall come opposite
an aisle. The greatest distance that daylight rill carry vrilth suf-
ficient strength so that titles miay be re??.d by it is 2b feet, so
that nov^here can a stack that is lighted from one side have a width
of more than 25 feet, if natural light is expected to be used, A
stack virhich ls lighted from both sides should, not be more than 40
feet wio. .. Light coming tlirough the skylight in the stack does not
do so well in practice as in theory. Even if the floors are of
glass and spaces are left between the stacks and the floors so that
as little light as possible is cut off, yet the light is so scat-
tered and the dangers of leakage and ruin to bindings is great
that it has been conceded that the skylight in the stack is a fai-
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lure. The 30 Inch shelf Ghould be used throughout the building,
no that a shelf full of books in one part of the building corre-
sponds to one in ano other part. This nakes it easier to move
booXs from one place to another. This length of shelf deternines
the size of the standard book truck, and this in turn determines
the size of the elevator, .nd so on tliroughout the building.
Standards of all sorts should be used V7henever they are recog-
nized. Many other standards and details of construction that re-
quire too much explanation to make them clear by themselves will
be considered in connection with the various departments in which
they are used.
Perhaps the most logical way of considering the various de-
partments of libraries v;ould be to take them up in order of their
importance to the public. The^y would then be
(1) Rooms occupied and used by the public
( 2 ) Rooms occupied by the books
(3) Rooms used by the library staff; the administration rooms.
Under this arrangement v/e will consider the delivery roort first.
Delivery Room.-
Its importance is s^-on realized when we remember that every
ratron of the library uses it, and that it is through this room
that the books reach the public and that upon its convenience de-
pends the T/hole service of the library.
The fault that is found in most delivery rooms is that too
mu.ch ornamentation is attempted. The space is too large. The
rotunda idea is carried out too fully. The loan desk is the m.ost
important feature of the delivery room.; therefore, in locating it
t\ro t''ings must be considered.
\
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1. That there must be easy access to the hooXs fron it.
2. That it nust be of easy access for the public.
The second is the condition that most libraries fail
to fulfil. It is generally best for reasons of convenience to have
the delivery room on the main floor near the nain entrance. In the
PawtucKet (R.I.) public library the d'^livery desX, centrally located
n^.y be readily reached by means of side door entrances. This scheme
is so simple and the plan is the regular symmetrical one that it
is surprising that this scheme is not more generally used. Natu-
rally enough the loan desk and the delivery room form the nucleus
around v;hich the library is built.
The sffect is more pleasing when the loan desk is ssen direct-
ly ahead when the visitor enters the library. It forms a pleasing
vista. The contrast is easily seen v/hen rre compare the Champaign
public library with the Decatur public library, in tjie Decatin*
library the visitor sees the loan derjk and the whole stack as soon
as he enters and a pleasing impression is immediately made. In
the Charipaign library on the other hand the loan desk is at the
visitor's right as he enters and he looks ahead into the small
reading room in v/liich the Johnson bequest is shelved. The effect
i:'. not nearly so inviting. Of couTse the difference in the t?7o
libraries is then continued throughout. The DecatiT library is
perfectly syriimetrical and each room is balanced bo another. The
reading room is balanced by the children's room and the reference
room, vmile in the Champaign library tlie whole arrangement is irre-
gular, though not entirely without its advantages. It v^-is not so
constructed v:ithout this discussion among both the librarians and
* •
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architects. The Chanpai/^^n public library and the Lav:renceville
branch of the Pittsburgh library are anong the fev/ libraries whoso
plans were submitted, to librarians for discussion and suggestions.
The loan desk was placed as it is in the Chsjnpaign library because
the question of supervision v/as uppermost in the minds of librarians
in 1896* The provision for complete supervision from the loan desk
is excellent. The librarian can command the public in all of the
rooms. This idea, that complete supervision, by one person ?/as just
a little overdone about the time the Champaign public librai'y v;as
erected and the fact that sentiment has changed somevmat since that
tine may be s 3en in the Champaign library itself where a reassign-
ment of rooms has somiewhat complicated matters. At present the
librarian cannot see the room in v;hich the Johnson bequest collec-
tion is shelved. The access to shelves has also brought up another
problem that was not foreseen. In order to allow entrance to the
stack a door was opened from, the reference room to the stack. This
is not rmder supervision, the heavy v;all separating the stack room
from the rest of the library.
While the Decatur library is also supposed to have cent?'-al
supervision, yet it was not brought about in the same way, nor was
the effort m*ade to have it complete. The location of the children's
room makes it impossible to do anything more than command the en-
trance to the room, it being clearly the idea to have a special
attendant in the children's room. The partition v/hich makes this
room is only temporary, hov;ever, so that v/hen change is necessary
it can be accomplished without any great difficulty. This change
in feeling in regard to the children's room is general, wherever the
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children's room is includ'^d it is almost alv.'ays considorod of rj-uf-
ficiont importance to en^^a^^e an extra attendant for it.
In the Decatur library the provisions for /prov/th are excellent.
By taking av/ay the temporary partition, the whole lo?7er floor can
practically be reassif^ned and the rooms up stairs, at present con-
sisting of one large one and two smaller ones, may be chan?;ed by
temporary partitions and used for any purpose. The arrangement of
the stairs makes it possible to go to the second story without
disturbing any one in the delivery hall, but not T/ithout being seen
by the person in charge.
The idea of dividing the library up into temporary rooms,
each with its collection of boolcs, is one step bacX tov/ard the
Poole plan. It is alm.ost universally used by the new libraries, in
every one of which provision is made for shelving a part of the
books outF3id.e of the stack. This r^akes it necessary to have more
attendants, but more "^^.ttendants can always be used; besides, the
old idea that the person in chgrge at the loan desk could, supervise
the whole library was very faulty. No person can v/ell control more
than throe rooms, espeically if that person is as busy as the
attendant at the loan desk usually is.
One provision that is not always thought of before it is too
late, is to make some provision so that conversation may be carried
on in the d:^livery room in a moderate tone of voice without disturb-
ing the adjoining reading rooms. Referring again to the Champaign
library we see at once that any one talking above a vmisper at the
loan desk can be heard tliroughout the reading rooms. This would
be true of any library in which the delivery desk was at the end of
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the reading room. The name problem exists at North77estern Univer-
sity library and. nust be of some importance in the Scoville nenorial
library of Oarleton College, Northfield, Minn., because here the
tv;o reading rooms and the delivery room are really one, the room
effect being obtained by the use of pillars.
At first it was thought that the Univernity of Illinois library
would be a failure in this respect and it v;as even suggested that
perhaps the putting up of sv'inging glass doors betViTcen the pillars
around the rotunda v;ould cut off the noise. This v:ould have stopped
the noise as far as the reading rooms are concerned, but it would
also have cut off these rooms from sight of the loan des:-:, owing
to the reflection of the glass. Fortunately, hov/ever, the trouble
that V7as anticipated was never realized. The series of snail domes
between the two rows of pillars separating the reading rooms d.ead-
ened the noise, so tliat it does not disturb the readers in the least.
The danger of over-decoration is always possible in the ro-
tunda or deliver^?- room. Tvatuj?ally enough the architect will always
want to put whatever decoration there is in the delivc^ry room, be-
cause this room is used by every patron of the libraD^y and conse-
quently this is the best show room. The librarian will always be
dissatisfied if thin is done because it brings sight seers v/ho se-
riously hinder the work in the delivery room, especially if the
decorations are elaborate enough to acquire fame.
If decoration is a'osolutel^/ essential, and perhaps it is in
some of the memorial libraries, why can it not be so placed that it
will interfere with the library worK as little as possible? Of
course there are many different ways of beautifying a building.
I
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Beautiful staircaso^^and architectural effectn are the most general
in the large btiildin^^n, while the smaller ones confine themselves
to riural decoration or artistic fireplaces. Just an books are the
best decorations for the v:all3 of the reading rooms, so the loan
desX can always be made a most pleasing feature of the d'^ livery
room. It lends itself easily to decorative effect. A little grill
77orX and the heavy cfirved delivery counter gives a tone of dignity
to the T/hole library. Fire-places of a more or less ornamental
character, especially in the ends of the reading rooms are in favor.
They are better for docora+ive purposes than for heating purposes.
Thes^i fire-placos appear, hov/ever, in almost every small li-
brary. The Joliot public library has combined mural decoration
77ith fire-places and the effect, vrhon the decorations are finished,
will be very pleasing. Another feature of the decoration of the
Joliet public library, or perhaps it would be better to say the
main feature, is tlie electric lighting scheme. This is an -excellent
scheme of combining decoration and utility, Tho lights are in
beautiful clusters in every place where there couldt be the least
demand for a light. In the reading room there are clusters on
standards in the corners of the room and in the bay windows. This
is a good, suggestion because it makes it possible to use these cor-
ners that are v/aste space in other libraries at night, merely be-
cause they have not sufficient lighting facilities.
The Bloomington public library made use of a successful scheme
to increase its library V^md by selling the v;indows of the library
for memorial purposes. These have not been put in in colored glass,
but merely have the name, the motto, or the initials or any device
that the buyer 7/anted blovm on the glass. This is another scheme

Of decoration wh»cVv night be cfirried still farther to the benefit
of the library. It at least in a suggestion for new libraries thsit
are lacking the necessary funds.
In regard to provision for grov/th the problem does not have
much practical application in the delivery room. As long a'^* there
is space to accomr-iodate the number of readers who are v/aiting to
have books charged, the deliverer room is large enough. However,
if the delivery room is at the end of a long stack ^ win tcV^ will be
lengthened as the library grows , then the delivery room and the
loan desk may become more and more inconvenient. This point is
illustrated by the Northwestern Univernity library. The provision
for growth in the stack is by an extension to the rear of the pre-
sent building. ?/hen this has be'?n accomplished, the loan desk v^ill
no longer be in the middle of the stack, but will be mo3:*e nearly
at the corner of it, no that each trip to the stack v±ll be just
tvac'j as long as if the loan desk vrere always to remain at the
middle of the stack. Theoretically, the loan desk should be at
some point nearest to all points of the stack. This would be at
the intersection of the lines in the vertical plan. This would be
the ideal, but it is not practical. The nearest approach to it
is seen v/hen the delivery room is in the right angle formed by two
stacks and is also level with the middle floor of the stack. This
7'ill be taken up again in connection ?/ith the stack.
The conclu.sion regarding the delivery room is that it should
be simple, close to the books, and of easy access to the public.
It should not be over-decorated, but it should give the library a
dignified expression. The delivery room, on account of the rotunda
effect, is the one room in the library that is generally too large.

S3.
Reading Rooms.
So far, when vre have mentioned reading roonn, v;e have not
cpeoified any particular kind of reading room. Modern library
methods, however, can only be used to tho be^t advanta^^e v;hen the
reading public in separated, no tliat thono with special aims may
receive the aid they need and may not be mingled v/ith and tost
among those rhose only purpose is amusement.
There are some rules of construction which apply to all read-
ing rooms. If possible, they should have northeast light and plenty
of it. Artificial light should not be necessary in the day time.
The architect should adopt a style of architecture that uould admit
of high ?7indows r/ith square tops. For a square foot of clear glass
tv/o feet from the ceiling will arimit more light than v.'ill ten square
feet of glass the same distance above the floor. The average li-
brary should have a ninimmi of eight square feet of v/indo?^ space
for each fiv.j hundred cubic feet of room space. If light can be
obtained from, only one side of the room, its width cai-mot exceed
twenty-five to thirty feet. In this connection v/e may consider the
fittings of the rof^ms in connection with the lighting question.
Lighting,
The color of the v;alls is an important fp.ctor as dark
vralls absorb light and lighter ones reflect it. This is a strong
enough argument to do away with the heavy green tints as well as
the dark reds that ar<^ so much in vogue in the reading rooms today.
A band of glazed brick or tiles around the reading room is of
value from a sanitary st-andpoint as well as that of helping to
diffuse the light.
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The problen of getting an even liffht fhronghout the reading
rooms has been solved in some oases \iy overhead llchto. The incon-
venience in their use can be readily seen. It is qv.ito a problem
to Keep them rain proof and the djrauffhts ^.'hich are caused by the
heated air ascending, chills a^^ainst the cold ^lass in the T/inter
tine and falls back again in cold currents. The first trouble,
that of leakage, can be minimized by inserting clear glass ?/indoT.'3
in the clere story only and not in the slope of tlie lantern. The
second trouble may be net by inserting a glass dome inside of the
outer one which also has the advantage of intercepting the direct
rays of the sun and so keeping the room at a lov;er temperature
during the summer months. The advantages are that the readers may
be arranged in any metliod desirable without any fear of shadows.
All parts of the room, are equally y/ell lighted and there is no
limit to the size and the shape of the room. As to the artificial
lighting, it is necessary to say that at present electricity is
far the best as it capises no appreciable rise in the temperatiire
and there is no combustion to deer ^ase the amount of oxygen and
increase the gases that are so injurious to bindings. \'Qille the
cost of electric lighting is more than gas, yet in the long run
its advantages make up for the added expense,
^
j|
The lights shoTild always be put in by an expert because often-
times the insufficient lighting of a room is due not to the lack
of candle power, but to the poor distribution of lights. In regard
to the lights that are placed on the ceiling and in rows around
the room for decorative effect it has been demonstrated that vihexe
merely the points of light gave the effect the eight candle pov:er
globes serve the purpose just as well as those of sixteen candle
I
I ^
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power
.
Acytelene gas lamps are helng experinented. with in several
librari-'js and it Trill pay v/oll to watch the developnonts. At pre-
sent the trouble with t'lis -kind of lighting if that it takes too
much care to keep it in vrorkjng order.
In regard to the anount of artificial light necessary to light
a room we may say that it is possible to have too much. Up to a
certain extent an increase in the quantity of light facilitates
reading, but after a certain point is passed, instead of more light
passing into the eye the pupil contracts rmd shuts out the light
that is not needed. This phenomenon can be seen by reading at noon
and in the tv;ilight. At noon the li£:ht is just one hundred times
as strong as at twilight, yet it is just as easy to read at tv;i-
light. The lights should also be placed so that the shadov.-s will
fall longitudinally across the room as they are less conspicuous
that way. As most of tiie light secured from artificial means is
by reflection it is of the greatest importance that these lights
should be on vmite background so tliat none of the light need be
wasted by absorption.
I These hints on lighting, while they may be applied to the
v/holQ library, come m^ore properly under the head of reading rooms
because the lighting problem is the most serious in the rer^ding
room and failure In lighting facilities has spoiled the \7ork in
many of them.
i| The ideal location of the reading room is directly over the
stack so that books may be sent directly up by means of book lifts.
(This arrangement has the added advantage of obtaining better natural
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light than if it were on the lower floor and is also nore quiet and
more cunducivo to study. Most of the larger librariep. favor this
arrangement. It iG seen at its t)est in the Now York public library,
the nev,' John Crerar library will be 30 built, and the law library
of the University of Chica,-:;© shoves the same idea worked out to suit
a departmental librar^^. Hov/ever, the»e are all large libraries,
and it would be out of the question for a snail library to use this
arrangement. The best location for the reading room in t)ie small
library is one that is close to the loan desk, of easy access for
the public, and so located that books may be brought from the stack
be means of straight routes.
The solution of the reading rooms at the University of Illi-
nois is good because they are of easy access, no space is Toasted,
and they ^are conveniently located in reference to the stack.
The Atlanta (Ga.) public library, patterned after that of
Washington, D.C., shows how reading rooms may be arranged to that
all the distances traversed by attendants are reduced to a minimuri.
The Gloversville,(N.Y. ) library shows how the site .may influence
the arrangement of rooms and still make it possible to have the
rooms bear the proper relation to each other, A close study of
this T/hole plan as v/ell as of the reading rooms is well vrorth while.
The windows in the reading rooms should be placed high, not
only because the lighting demands that they should be so, but be-
cause v/all shelving should be placed under them. This fault of the
windows being too lov: is found almost everywhere and it is one of
the most difficult to remedy. In some cases the windows are really
too large, an the upper part v/ould easily furnish all the light
necessary. A good example of how the vfindows in a reading room
II
t
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should, be may be seen at the Northwestern University library where
the lighting: in sufficient, the (Effect is pleasing, and there is
provision for wall shelving all around the room.
Another thing which -^^as been well provided for at Tlorthwectern
is the talcing of booXs fron the stack to the seminar rooros. Those
are located directly over the stack so that the service of a book
lift is possible-. 7/hen floor levels are not kept book lifts are
the only salvation. At Illinois University the seminar rooms are
not over the stack, and the floor levels are changed so often that
it is impossible to use a truck to carry the books from the book
lift to the study rooms. When the library grov/s sufficiently so
that the stack will be extended up tlirough v/hat is nov; the library
school room, floor levels will be improved. The third floor of
the stack will be almost on a level with that of the corridor and
an inclined plane connecting the tv:o floors will make the use of
a truck possible. Probably by that time, hov/ever , the study rooms
v/ill be moved, so that in all probability the remedy will come
too late.
After theso remarks on the general reading room we will con-
sider the special reading rooms used by the public.
Reference Room.
The refer enc^^ v:ork in most libraries has reached such a
standing that a separate room is generally given up to it. The
essentials for a reference room are light and quiet and provision
for books. The tendency no7/ is to have the reference room smaller
and to have a few additional small study rooms to which a reader
may have a mnnber of books sent and left as long as he cares to
use them. ^Oien these small rooms are not available, a substitute
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for then may be made by providing for study in the stackn by re-
moving a few shelves. The radial stacK also affords great oppor-
tunities for study in the stacX, at tables at the outer edge of the
stack, as they are indicated on the plans for the Clinton (la.)
library. The reference room assumes its greatest, inportance in
the college library. Any of the college library plans will show
hov; much space is given to reference and v;ill also show their re-
lation to the rest of the library. The Scoville Memorial library
of Carleton college, Korthfield, Minn., is one of the sioall college
libraries that gives up almost its whole floor space to reference
work
,
Children's Room.
The children's room requires ev -n more attention than
the rest of the reading rooms because it is in this room that the
missionary v/ork of the library is done, and it is in here that the
new readers get their first impressions of public libraries. It
is hard to tell how to make a children's room attractive, and it
is hard to see what makes some of them so much better than the
others. Arjide from specifying plenty of light and air, and a room
v/ithout marble floors or other features which demand too much quiet
from the children, it is difficult to be more definite. There is
an indescribable something v/hich gives the tone, the atmosphere,
to the room 7;hich makes it pleasing. The best sample of children's
room in Illinois is in a library that was erected about 1898,
Scoville Institute, at Oak Park. One thing is certain, and that is
that the children's room has come to stay and that every library
should have one.
44
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The fact that none libraries have felt that adrainistration
T/ouM be easier if the children had a separate entrance to the
library has led nany libraries to place their children's rooms in
ll
the basement. Thin is not ri;;ht. The children's room is a legiti-
I
mate part of the library and should be given floor space accordingly.
A f;ood sample of h077 important the children's room is v:ill be no-
ticed on the Sedalia (Mo.) library plan ¥7here the children's room
is as large as the reading and reference rooms. This is perhaps
a little too large, but it is better to err on that side than on
||
the other. Pair samples of size for children's roomn may be seen
j|
on the Pecatvir, Champaign, and Scovill© Institute plans.
Periodical and Newspaper Room ,
A periodical and nev/spaper room is desirable if it can be
so placed that it can be easily supervised. The room need not be
large and less space may be given to each reader than in the re-
I
ference room, because the room is only used for a short time by any
|i
'one reader. This room is desirable, hov/ever, so that the passing
in and out of the readers v/ill not disturb those vrho are doing
special votK, Not only the motion of the reader, but the rustling
that is always heard in the newspaper room is annoying. Maps might
also bH shelved in this room and in here the periodicals could be
kept and checked up as they arrived. This checking is something
that must be done reg^i
-
arly and as It is 7;ork that takes space, it
is difficult to do it at the loan desk, it is out of place in the
cataloging room, and the proper place for it is in the periodical
and newspaper room.
j
i
In computing the space required to accommodate a certain
number of readers it is usual to allow tv/enty square feet for each
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reader, vhlch will be ariple in the reading room. In the reference
room and special study rooms more space should be allowed. The one
conclusion to make on reading rooms of all sorts is that they
should be large, much larger than there is any demand for at pre-
sent, for it is in the v/orX vrhich is being done _at the library
• that the rapid strides are being made. Make the reading room as
large as it can be with the available funds and the time V7ill surely
come v/hen all its space will be occupied by readers.
STACK.
Although the stack construction s nov; recognized as a perma-
nent feature of library buildings, yet the idea of shelving small
collections in separate rooms has been in favor so much since 1900
that a short comparison of the tv;o schemes might be of interest.
The advantage of the room system is that it allows for special
|i v/ork to be done near the books. I^. is also less liable to damage
;
by fire and water than is the large stack system which, although
absolutely fire proof In construction, affords great chance for
fire spreading. This is one reason why it is not necessary to go
to such an expense to make the stack absolutely fire proof as has
been done at the Lincoln (Neb.) public library. The backs of the
books along the shelves present an excellent conductor for a fire if
it is once started, and a T/hole collection may be ruined in a
completely fire proof stack.
The stack system allo7:s for more compact shelving, but to one
who has never investigated, the number of volumes which may be
shelved in a small room is astonishing. For instance, a room three
feet ten inches v/ide and thirteen feet six inches deep with a door
1
at one end and a vando-".-; at the other vlth. tv/o boolccases placed
alonr the walls will accorirr.odate fron fifteen to twenty hundred
volimes, supposing that each cap.e is oight feet seven inches high
and that there are five tiers of eight or nine volur:ies to the linear i
foot. A room nixty by one hundred feet T^ould accoinriodate one hun-
dred thousand volumes. A building to accommodate two hundred and
fifty thousand volumes could be built for one hundred thousand
dollars. A comparison of costs of buildings and nimberc of volunes
II
does not always lead us to any conclusion about the value of dif-
i!
forent methods of booX storage. For the stack system the cost per
volume varies all the vmy from twenty-five cents up to three and
t
four dollars. Any cost of over a dollar per volume, this including
|
the necessary room for reading and administration purpos--s, may
be considered extravagant. *
The stack is generally placed in the rear of the building.
It is built severely plain without and separated from the main
building by heavy walls for fireproofing. The Scoville memorial
library of Oarleton College, Northfield, Minn., has introduced an
innovation in this regard in the shape of an automatic fire proof
curtain that v;ill entirely cut off the stack from the elliptical
shaped delivery room. Provision for enlarging the stack is always
made. As it is usually built, it consists of a series of iron book
cases running from the bottom to the top of a high room. It is
divided at intervals of about seven feet by light open work or glass
floors making six stories in forty-five feet, each book being in
easy reach from one of the floors. Every foot of the height of
the building being used and the passages between and around the
cases being reduced to a m.inimum a stack undoubtedly offers the
fI
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most compact storage of books v;ith great ease of access to every
part of the collection.
The principal objections to the stack system are that no
system of heating and ventilation will prevent the air from the
upper stories being over-heated, especially as it is deemed neces-
sary to have the building open to the roof in the endeavor to get
all the light possible. Windov/s should come opposite the aisles
and books should never be shelved directly opposit-^^^ v:indows exposed
to the sun as the action of the sun' s rays on the bindings and glue
used in putting the book to^^ether is decidedly bad.
Thero have been a great cany different methods of stack con-
struction tried in order to rind something that would prove accept-
able under all circuiastances.
The Newark solution is somewhat of an improvement j The stack
building in this case is really a separate building at right anf:les
to the main building. The stack consists of two arms running back
fifty-nine feet while a space of nineteen feet is left between the
stack building and the administration building for lighting and
ventilation purposes. The stack consists of the tv;o arms twenty-
five feet apart, but connected ?rith each other and v/ith the build-
ing proper by the delivery working space, T/hich is twenty-eight by
thirty feet. The arrangement affords the greatest possible amount
of air and light as the administration building and both v;ings of
the stack are surrounded by light on all foiir sides. The construc-
tion of the stack in these two T/ings in far more expensive than the
regular construction, but it enables the erection of a stack just
tv:ice the sir^e v/hich v;ould' have been possible by any other arrange-
I
ment. The loan desk also obtains great benefit by this scherae be-
cause it f^ets the natiLral licht. The cost of the Newark library
was $300,000. The stack room shelves r^3,600 on each floor, while
the total shelving capacity of the library is about P!00,000 voliiries.
All of the windoivs are sealed so that dust can be kept out of the
stack. The sealed windows are desirable in the stack, providing
the heating and ventilation system works. It seldom does work in
a stack, and consequently it is almost necessary to open the v/indows
to give the books fresh air. Books are like people in this respect
and tliey need about the same temijerature and the same change of
air, if they are to be kept in good condition. For ventilation
piitposes it is v/ell to leave a little space behind the books on
the shelves. Care should also be taken that nov;here does the heat
from a ror^ister rush directly against a case of books. If the
matter can be remedied in no other way, deflectors should be put
on the register to turn the hot air down. Another problem connected
with the heating suggests itself in this connection, although it
applies to the whole library. This regards the bricking of the
pipes that carry the heat. This is faulty because the bricks
absorb one half of the heat. These pipes should never be covered
7;ith grating so that the radiation may be greater because the dust
o'.rops tl-irough and rises with the warm air into the library again.
The heating system for the stackr* rem.ains to be solved and until
it is solved, perhaps the safest thing to do is to put in the old
fashioned windov/s that slide up and do?/n. Those working on pivots
and hinges are always more or less troublesome in a library.
Capacity.
For each foot of iiall space available betwnen sixty and
J
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eighty books can be put on ei^ht chelvos. In a cIosg ctacK. twent^''-
fivo books nay be shelved for each square foot of floor space. This
jrule cannot bo clepencLed upon for collections of over thirty thou-
sand volumes. Up to tliat limit it practically cives the full shelf
capacity. In estinatin^^ shelving capacity statisticr; of the library
j|
should be investi.^ated to see what percentage of its books are al-
ways in circulation. A yigyi library shoi^.ld have tvn.ce the shelf
capacity that is needed at the time of its erection. The cont of
li
ijfireproof construction is thirty'" nents per cubic foot, A building
30' X 60' X 40' for ti7o stories and hii>;h basement ?;ould cost f:il8,000.
: If half the vmole building v/ere given to close r.tacking of books,
it ^/ould iiold sixty thousand volumes. If no reading room or ad-
ministration mom were allo?7ed, the cost of shelf space Troi?.ld be
15 cents per volume. With suitable reading and a-drainistration
rooms it v;ould cost 30 cents per volume. A frar.e building for
5,000 volumes would cost from .f;l,000. to C'.J3,500. according to the
cost of labor <?.nd materials. A brick or stone build-ing ?/ould cost
two or tliree tim^is this amount.
In regard to the various makes of adjustable stacks, all we
can say is that each of them has its advantages and disadvantages
v:hich can easily be S'-en by inspecting the catalogs issued by the
different stack companies. Usage is about evenly divided between
the metallic s'.ielving and the oak shelviiig. The latt-^r is prefer-
able in the reading rooms. The brackets on the ends of the shelves
should be simple and with rounded edges rather than with sharp
projections. These are apt to get caught in the book as it is placed
on the f!!helf and to mar its binding.
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A novelty in stack construction n-uggestecl by Mr. Molvil V^evrey
librarian of the N'3v: Yor:-: ntate library has been carried. oi;.t in the
y\rDricht nenorial library at f^cranton. Pa. The stack consists of
three floors. The first floor of the stack is three and one half
feet belOT; the level of the rielivery room. The distance between
floors is seven feet. This puts the top floor of the stack tliroe
and a half foet above the delivery room floor. This scheme affords
greater convenience in taking br.oks from the stack as they can be
easily handed by the assistants to the librarian or vice versa
7;ithout the use of elevators. This scheme does a7;ay v/ith much of
the clinbinc of stairs.
RADIAL STACK.
Another scheme of stack construction that has foi^d consider-
able favor and i/hich also has some strong opponents is the radial
stack system. In this scheme the book cases are arranged radially
in a seni-circle, with the loan d'^sk at the center. This enables
the attendant at the loan desk to see all of the book shelves at
once and to have complete supervision over the entire stack.
Another strong argi-mient in favor of the radial stack is that it
makes excellent provision for str^dy among the books. At the circumr-
ference of the stack room the radiating stacks are so far apart
that it is possible to place tables between then. The system has
all of tlie advantages of the room system and also has the compact
storage of the stack system^ It is not without its disadvantages,
however. First: the outer curved wall is expensive to construct;
second, it is difficult to enlarge the stack capacity; third,
valuable space is wasted betv/een the loan desk and the inner end
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Of the stacks. This space cannot be put to any use as it i;- not
lar^e enough for v^orking purposes, besides it cannot be filled, up
because the attendants must be able to ro to the stack from the
desk. The first t-iing that sugcests itself is to push the loan
desk back so that the attendant v;ill not have to croRS the space.
This solution is not possible on account of the light, r/hich v/ould
not be sufficient for loan desk work. The stack v/as built so that
the light vjould carry to the inner ends of the stack. It cannot
carry nuch fartlier. As far as the advantage of studying in the
stack is concerned, when we realise that the radial stack from the
very nature of itr; advantages is chiefly used in snail libraries-
such as the St. Joseph (Mo.) library and the Clinton (la.) library,
the advantage Is not so great. In librari'?s of this size it would
not be very much trouble to carry all the books that any one v/ould
want to use out into one of the reading roo-ms.
The supervision argument loses much of its force when v/e re-
meinber that the librarian would knov/ personally almost all of the
readers and the question r;f supervision would not be of enough
inportance to change the wliole structure of the stack and make
extension practically impossible in order to gain supervision.
It is a question 7/hether the supervision Is needed and even if it
is, it is questionable whether the librarian would spend much time
in v/atching the small stack.
In the large libraries where the valuable books are a tempta-
tion and vmere supervision is most needed the radial stack can
hardly be used to advantage. As soon an the radial ntack is extend-
ed s^ far that artificial light must be used it, and as soon as
a second story is added to it, it loses its advantages. There can
I
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be no supervision of the second floor of stack from the cent?''al
loan desX. Provision can alv/ays be made for study in any stack by
removing a fexr of the adjustable shelves. Par more volumes can be
shelved in the regulation stack providing room for study than can
be shelved in the radial stack of the same size. In looking at
the Clinton Cla. ) plans the stacks are placed in the regular ordef
and almost twice the nimber of volumes can be shelved. The super-
vision is lost, but the room is gained. Everyone v/ho uses the
I
stack must pass the loan desk, which is supervision enough. The
ra ial stacks work well enough at present, but it is a question
h077 long they will continue to do so.
In this discussion on the radial stack we have not included the
branch libraries which are using it. The radial stack is a deicded
' advantage as it is used in the Lawrenceville branch of the Pittsburgh
library, }le:y) the problem is different. The librarian does not
! knov/ his public. He doos not need to v:orry about growth. The
central l-^'t^rary will attend to that. The supply of books vrlll be
changed as needed. The supervision here has be'-n worked out defi-
nitely. Plate glass has been used v/henever partitions were n.'ieded
and turnstiles have b'^en used so that by closing the first en-
;
trances to the reading rooms the public has to pass hy the loan
desk through a turnstile. Other turnstiles are used to lead to the
reading rooms from the stack. By having either of these tiirnstiles
keep a record it is possible to find out how many people have used
the stack. This hardly seems v/ortli while because if the reader
does not take out a book, the fact that he has been looking around
in the stack does not add any vital statistics.
It was probably from this branch that the Decatur (111.)
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library obtained the turnstile idea. Here it seems not only of no
use, but rather a hindrance in the use of the stack. All it accon-
plishes is that it compells every reader to enter the stack through
the left turnstile and go out tlirough the right one. As the loan
desk extends entirely across the front of the stack and as the
stack is only one story, nothing is gained by the idea, and riiuch
is lost because the librarian always has to cross the library to
Ithe entrance turnstile. The turnstile systera, hov/ever, is a riere
detail. Its success or failure has no real bearing on th'-; radial
stack.
ADMINISTRATION ROOMS.
If sufficient space is given up for adninistrativo purposes
the problem of assigning the rooms can generall3'' reach a fairly
'satisfactory solution in -ray but the largest library. In most li-
braries costing less than two hunriTed thousand dollars the admin-
istration rooms consist of the librarian's office and a room for
cataloging. In such libraries most of the \york will be done at the
loan desk or by an attendant worIcing in the stacks. Whenever the
work rooms are separated by any distance they should be connected
by speaking tub'^s. The simplest arrangement is to have the libra-
rian's office on one side of the delivery desk and the cataloger'g
room on the other so that both may have convenient access to the
card catalog and the stacks. In assigning the rooms the ba: em.ent
should not be overlooked. It is very handy to have the space di-
rectly underneath the stacks fitted up vath temporary shelving for
packing away m.aterial that is not needed at the time on the shelves.
The rooms for janitor service, the toilet roomis, and the impacking
room can all be in the basement. The unpacking room should open
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on the ctreet and n^ioijld be directly under the room used for acces-
sioning and cataloging, so that book lifts nay be used to carry
the books up stairs.
Librarian's Office.
In the snail libraries thin is one of the rooias that may
be onitted as the librarian vrill always be at the loan desk 7,'hile
in the library. In any but the largest library the office should
be alnost central in regard to the v/ork rooms, the delivery room
and the feading rocras. The Sedalia (Mo.) library shows a good po-
sition for the librarian's office. If tho library has considera-
ble space and money at its disposal, it is v;ell to add an ante-room
to the librarian's office.
Cataloging Room.
The cataloger's room should alv/ays be provided v-ith wall
shelving and space for a card catalog case, for as soon as the
library can afford it a duplicate catalog is kept in the catalog
room. The room may be in almost any part of the building if it
is near the catalog and the stack. About as av/kv;ard arrangement
as can be brought about exists at the University of Illinois library
and yet this seems to be the only solution for the present. Here
the catalogers have to cross the hall and rotunda every time they
consult the card catalog. The position of the catalog room in the
Albright memorial library is good, but it is a mistake to have to
traverse the v/hole length of the room vmen a door could just as
v/ell have been cTit in the end of the room '.:hich projects into the
stack. The Salem (Mass.) library shoivs still another solu.tion which
is ^ood in that the catalog room v/ould not be disturbed by the noise
of the library, but here as at Illinois it is necessary to cross
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a good part of the building to reach the card catalog. The Hubbard
Hall library of Bov;doin college shov's an excellent location of the
cataloger's room.
Other Rooms,
Alnont all of the Carnegie libraries have provided some
other rooms in the library than those used strictly for library
purposes. A few have smoKing rooms for the men. Host of them recog-
nize the v/onen's clubs and provide meeting places for them. In some
fevi instances tlie vromen's cli:.bs have been allov^od to furnish these
rooms, but this has not been considered the best policy. Lectujre
rooms, when included, should be on the second floor and so arranged
that if the library ever wants to use the space, the lecture room
may be easily changed into a reading room. The Decatuj? (111.)
library shows an excellent :^rrangement in this respect. At none
fut-ure time the room on the second floor will be changed to a read-
ing room. It T/ill be lighted, of easy access, and by putting in
a book lift from the stack just below, books will be sent up on
demand. The room is so situated at present that unless a great
deal of commotion is going on nothing can be heard in the library.
This sTrangenent must be observed because there is alv/ays unavoid-
able noise whenever a number of people are congregated.. In this
connection the conversation room might be suggested. This makes
it possible to allow patrons to carry on conversation in a moderate
tone of voice v;ithout disturbing the whole library. The conversa-
tion room should never be omitted in a college library because
conversation is always necessary in the use of the reference room
and it is necessary to have some place for the stud'^nts to go to

talk tilings over.
The entrance and the main stairvmy may be left to the arclii-
tect to design. Here he gets his one chance to v/orK out architectu-
ral effect to his heart's content. Generally the entrance is good.
The only thing to be vmtched is the lighting, as on tlie stairs
ii
I:
ij
especially this is li:':ely to be faulty. The tile decoration or
;
marble walls should be of light color so that the light vlll not
be absorbed. Marble has much in its favor beside its appearance.
It is solid and clean and it can be cared for T;ithou.t effort. The
entrance and stairs can safely be left to the architect.
CONCLUSION.
After this consideration of library plans and buildings, the
one t'^ing which stands out strongest is the fact that v/e have not
[I
I
been able to drav; any definite conclusions. We :iave not been able
\\
to trace any marked evolution, although v:e have succeeded in a f ev/
instances in showing how some buildings W'-^re influenced by some of
the preceding ones. Have v;e then accomplished anything? Nothing
definite, it is true, but the investigation has not been entirely
in vain because we have iiointed out some instances where mistakes
could have been avoided. In some tilings such as style, details of
construction, decoration, etc., all vie have been able to do was to
show the present tendency and what seemed to be the most probable
lines of future development.
As to how satisfactory a building vrould be if it had all of
the good points mentioned in this paper and none of the faults,
v;e cannot be sure, but we are safe in saying that so long as pre-
sent conditions last, such a building vjould be satisfactory. We

cannot dog:r.atize about library buildings, hoT?7ever. Nev.' demands will
appear in the next ten years just as they have in the past. Wh.a.t
these vlll be v;e cannot foresee. V'e can only notice tendencies
and by adding the experience of the past vre may be sure that every
library needs as much floor space as possible and the fewest pos-
it
ij siblo number of stationary partitions. Everything should be so that
it could be easily changed if necessity demanded it. The great
regret in most library buildings is because they are of too perna-
i
II
nent a character. They are not flexible and adjustable to present
day needs.. As to the general plan which has ha^m most used, the
trefoil or butterfly plan, it is not to be conclud'^d that because
1
it has been almost universally'' used that it is best, Mr. Fletcher
of the Amherst college library in Public libraries for 190??, 6:457
says: "Nothing could less befit the purposes of a public library
li
than the style so prevalent where you have a rotunda with two wings.
I
No one laying out the floor plans of a library v/ith r-^ference to
modern library needs and uses v;ould think of such a plan a;j that.
I
j
The ideal library building today is the one which provides large
; well lighted floor spaces and leaves it to the librarian to divide
them, by railings or light partitions, changed from time to time
as suits the policy of the library, having nothing so hard and fast
that change is impossible."
I The m.ost favorable outlook exists at present. The boards of
trustees and the public in general are beginning to reali-^e that
library plans should at least be criticized by an expert, por the
snail library this being impossible, the plans are generally re-
ferred to the state library commission. Much aid in this worX has
II
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been given loy the conniGfiions of Winconsin, Iov;a, and Minnesota,
and the Public libraries division of New Yorlv.

Notes on the Erection of Library Bildings.
This memorandum is sent to anticipate frequent requests for such information, and
should be taken as a guide, especially when the proposed architect has not had much
library bilding experience. It should be noted that many of the bildings erected years ago,
from plans tacitly permitted at the time, would not be allowd now.
Library committees, especially in small towns, ar frequently composed of busy men
who, having lackt time or opportunity to obtain a knowledge of library planning, ar led to
select a design which, if bilt, would yield an inadequate return of useful accommodation for
the money invested, and would unwarrantably increas the expense of carrying on the library.
Some architects ar liable, unconsciously, no dout, to aim at architectural features and
to subordinate useful accommodation. Some ar also apt, on account of a lack of practical
knowledge of the administration of a library, to plan interiors which ar entirely unsuited
for the purposes of a free public library. Small libraries should be pland so that one
librarian can oversee the entire library from a central position.
The amount allowd by Carnegie Corporation of New York to cover the cost of a
library bilding is according to a standard based on {a) the population which is to pay the
tax for carrying on the library, and (^) a specified minimum revenue from such tax. The
donation is sufficient only to provide needed accommodation and there wil be either a
shortage of accommodation or of money if this primary purpose is not kept in view, viz.
:
TO OBTAIN FOR THE MONEY THE UTMOST AMOUNT OF EFFECTIV
ACCOMMODATION, CONSISTENT WITH GOOD TASTE IN BILDING.
The amount allowd is intended to cover cost of the bilding, complete and redy for use
with indispensible furniture and fixtures, and including architect's fees.
In looking over hundreds of plans for small and medium-sized bildings, costing about
$10,000, more or less, we hav noted some features leading to a wasting of space, especially
in connection with the entrance feature, which, when not wisely pland, leads also to waste
in halls, delivery room, etc.
The economical layout of the bilding is sacrificed or subordinated at times to minor
accessories, such as too much or too valuable space allotted to cloak rooms, toilets and stairs.
The bilding should be devoted exclusively to: (main floor) housing of books and their
issue for home use; comfortable accommodation for reading them by adults and children;
(basement) lecture room; necessary accommodation for heating plant; also all con-
veniences for the library patrons and staff.
Experience seems to sho that the best results for a small general library ar obtaind by
adopting the one-story and basement rectangular type of bilding, with a small vestibule
entering into one large room sub-divided as required by means of bookcases. In cases
where it is necessary, to secure quiet, glass partitions may be put above the bookcases. By
a one-story and basement bilding is meant a bilding with the basement about four feet
below the natural grade, the basement being from say 9 to 10 feet and the main floor from
say 12 to 15 feet high in the clear. Plans hav at times been submitted for "one-story and
basement" bildings, which differd from two-story bildings only by having stair to the
upper floor outside insted of inside
!
The rear and side windows may be kept about six feet from the floor, to giv continuous
wall space for shelving. A rear wing can be added for stack-room (when future need
demands it) at a minimum expense, and without seriously interfering with the library servis
during its construction. The site chosen should be such as to admit lite on all sides, and
be large enuf to allow extension, if ever such should become necessary.
The accompanying diagrams ar offerd as suggestions in planning the smaller library
bildings most commonly required, and wil be found to include a maximum of effectiv ac-
commodation relativ to total area.
While these diagrams ar suggestiv rather than mandatory, nevertheless, since they ar
the result of experience, those responsible for bilding projects should paus before aiming at
radical departures, and see whether their alternativ is to provide as much effectiv accom-
modation and hav as little waste space.
An important caus of alleged inadequacy of accommodation in bildings erected years
ago, when less supervision was exercised, has frequently been found to be uneconomical
plan with bad layout. When applications (based on growth of population) hav been
receivd for aid in extending such bildings, it has often been impossible to entertain the idea
of making a grant, owing to the prohibitiv cost of demolition and re-erection relativ to net
gain of superficial area.
It may not be desirable to hav library bildings pland from redy-made patterns, and yet
a certain standardization of the main requirements of accommodation is as necessary for
library bildings as for school bildings, which hav been advantageously subjected to strict
regulations both in plan and construction. Where architecture is best appreciated there ar
recognized types establisht for the various bildings of a public or semi-public character.
It wil be noted that no elevations ar given or suggestions made about the exteriors.
These ar features in which the community and architect may express their individuality,
eeeping to a plain, dignified structure and not aiming at such exterior effects as may make
impossible an effectiv and economical layout of the interior. i
These notes ar of course ritten with the smaller bildings in mind
;
larger bildings re-
quire larger and more varied treatment, but no modification of the primary purpose.
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